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Intr oduction
Electoral competition is essential to democracy. Yet the incumbency rate in state-house legislative
campaigns is nearly 95 percent. This report examines campaign contribution limits and the impact
limits can have on electoral competition.
The research on which this report is based was inspired by a 2006 U.S. Supreme Court decision
that overturned low contribution limits. The data presented here refutes the Court’s assumptions
that low contribution limits damage challengers and shows that the lowest contribution limits,
those set at $500 or below, enhance challengers’ ability to campaign against incumbents in state
legislative races.
Though public financing systems also increase electoral competition, the Brennan Center’s research
suggests that incumbents nonetheless continue to opt for public financing systems.
Of course, enhanced competition under low limits is only one factor to be considered. Competition,
after all, is one key goal in electoral reform, but not the only one. We may wish also to encourage
citizen participation and voter engagement. But if we are looking for reasons not to enact low
limits, a deleterious impact on competition is not one of them. For this reason, the Supreme Court
was wrong in Randall v. Sorrell.
Our joint findings make it plain: low contribution limits and public financing substantially narrow
the gap between incumbents and challengers. These reforms can be mutually enhancing as reasonable
contribution limits are central to a well-functioning public financing system. Incumbency will
continue to provide electoral advantages. However, decreasing the vote margins between votes
cast for incumbents and their challengers signals greater electoral competiveness and, as such,
strengthens democracy.
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E xecutive Summary
Incumbency rates for house assemblies across America are nearly 95 percent. Frequently, voters do
not have a meaningful choice between candidates; and, in many races, incumbents run unopposed
or against opponents who are so weak they are not viable candidates. In our 26-year, 42-state,
sample, more than 40 percent of state assembly incumbents did not face a viable challenger.
The question of contribution limits has long sparked debate. Some argue that low contribution
limits helped incumbents; others claim the opposite. Lately, a consensus emerged around the idea
that low contribution limits hurt challengers because they inhibit their ability to raise funds needed
to wage winning campaigns. There was, however, little empirical evidence on the matter.
The U.S. Supreme Court furthered debate when it invalidated campaign finance reforms, partly
because of the assumed problems contribution limits create for challengers. In Randall v. Sorrell,
the Supreme Court found Vermont’s contribution limits – which ranged from $200 to $400 –
unconstitutionally low. That was in 2006. Time has disproved the assumptions the Randall Court
made about low contribution limits and the
adverse affect these had on challengers. In this
report, we show that high contribution limits or
the absence of limits – which serve to increase
In real-world elections,
their campaign funds and the magnitude of their
the benefits of low
vote totals – benefit incumbents.

contribution limits largely

New research by Dr. Thomas Stratmann and
the Brennan Center for Justice1 shows that the
rationale undergirding the Supreme Court’s
Randall decision was flawed. The Court
incorrectly concluded that low contribution
limits act as an incumbency protection plan. To the contrary, the new data culled from elections
in 42 states over 26 years (1980–2006) show that lower contribution limits of $500 or less for
individual contributors and political action committees (PACs) made elections for state assembly
more competitive. In real-world elections, the benefits of low contribution limits largely redound
to challengers. In addition, the new data show that public financing has a similar, pro-competitive
effect on elections.

redound to challengers.

This research builds on the work of previous studies that examined effects of the existence of
contribution limits on electoral competitiveness. These studies, however, lumped high and low
contribution limits together and were, thus, unable to show the impact on competition of lower
contribution limits. Dr. Stratmann disaggregated the data to reveal – for the first time – the effect of
individual and PAC contribution limits of $500 or less. In addition, Dr. Stratmann examined the
effect of different contribution limits on the fundraising gaps between incumbents and challengers.
Finally, Dr. Stratmann analyzed the two states with public financing for single member house
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elections over the relevant period, Maine and Minnesota, to measure the effect of the availability of
public financing on electoral competitiveness.
In sum, this new statistical analytic research on state house races demonstrates:
• Contribution limits lead to more competitive elections: the lower the limit, the more
competitive the election.
• Lower contribution limits ($500 and below) increase the likelihood that challengers will
beat incumbents.
• Lower contribution limits reduce incumbents’ considerable financial fundraising
advantage.
• State public financing programs, like low contribution limits, can increase the
competitiveness of elections.
The Brennan Center concludes that the Supreme Court’s decision in Randall v. Sorrell was grounded
in a mistaken assumption about the effects of low contribution limits.
The research shows that low contribution limits increase the number of contested races, improve
the rate of competitive races, and reduce the fundraising gaps between incumbents and challengers.
From this, it is reasonable to suggest that states with high contribution limits, and those without
any contribution limits, consider adopting low contribution limits as one means of increasing
electoral competition and choices for voters at the ballot box.
Moreover, a meaningful system of contribution limits provides a useful foundation for successful and
attractive public funding systems. States that offer only privately financed elections should add the
benefits of enhanced electoral competition to the long list of other reasons that favor the adoption of
public financing systems for campaigns, such as freeing lawmakers from the burdens of fundraising
and reducing corruption by giving candidates access to funds that are not tied to special interests. To
enhance participation and improve democracy, while allowing candidates to collect sufficient funds to
run a viable campaign, these reforms work best when they are implemented together.
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Part I. The Legal and Academic Context
The Constitutional stakes of the academic debate over low contribution limits are high. In the 2006
case of Randall v. Sorrell, 548 U.S. 230 (2006), the U.S. Supreme Court invalidated Vermont’s
contribution limits, which ranged from $200 to $400, as unconstitutionally low. The Court found
that these low limits presented a constitutionally unacceptable risk of “preventing challengers from
mounting effective campaigns against incumbent office holders.”2
Randall was based, in part, on Clark Bensen’s expert opinion that Vermont’s contribution limits
reduced the funds available to certain challengers in competitive races.3 Randall’s analysis ignored
three scholarly papers (cited by Justice Souter in his dissent) that showed that contribution limits
in general do not harm challengers and may in fact help them to compete.4
How did the Court get this fundamental assumption wrong? The Court simply opted for one of two
choices in what was, then, an open question among social scientists. The role of contribution limits in
promoting or inhibiting electoral competition has been a hotly debated topic. One theory proposed that
contribution limits work as a form of incumbent protection,5 arguing that contribution limits inhibit a
challenger’s ability to mount a credible race when
he or she is already facing a name-recognition and
fundraising disadvantage.6 The Supreme Court
embraced this theory in Randall.7
One of the striking findings

of Dr. Str atm ann’s research,

A second theory posited that contribution
limits actually benefit challengers. This theory is
which reconfir ms the work
supported by the research in the field by political
of others in the field of
scientist Gary Jacobson.8 Under this theory,
contribution limits are good for challengers,
elector al politics, is just
because they reduce the ability of incumbents
how resilient the power of
to accumulate huge war chests, which may deter
high-quality challengers9 from entering the race
incumbency is in America.
in the first place.10 Where effective contribution
limits do not exist, incumbents may garner large
sums of money from individuals or moneyed
interests seeking to gain access and influence over legislation. Challengers (at least those not holding
some other elected office) have difficulty competing with those resources and, therefore, limits may
narrow the fundraising gap between incumbents and challengers by eliminating the types of large
contributions that place challengers at a distinct disadvantage.11
Before Randall, researchers had analyzed the electoral impact of having any contributions limits—
lumping together both high and low limits. Thus, prior to Randall, studies did not show which of
these competing theories was accurate because academics had not focused on the specific impact of
low ($500 or less) contribution limits on electoral competition.12
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Dr. Stratmann empirically tests which of these economic theories holds true for individual and
PAC contribution limits in state house races over the past two and a half decades and disaggregates
the data so that low limits can be compared with higher limits.
One of the striking findings of Dr. Stratmann’s research, which reconfirms the work of others in
the field of electoral politics,13 is just how resilient the power of incumbency is in America.14 In this
comprehensive survey of state house elections in 42 states from 1980 to 2006, an incumbent won
the election a staggering 94.7 percent of the time. On average, an incumbent’s margin of victory
was 56.4 percentage points, meaning that incumbents garnered roughly 78 percent of the vote.15
Only 13.1 percent of all races were actually close, where “close” is defined as an election with an
incumbent receiving less than 55 percent of the vote. In this study, 42.5 percent of all incumbents
did not face a viable challenger.16 In measure after measure, incumbents clearly possess a strong
electoral advantage—in most cases they face little risk of a close election.
Randall suggests that comparable limits of $500 per election cycle or less in other states also might
be in jeopardy.17 As of 2006, limits of $500 or less per election cycle were in effect for house
races in eight states (Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Maine, Michigan, Montana, South Dakota,
Wisconsin).18
The Brennan Center has sought to expand the current research regarding the competitive impact
of contribution limits for three principal reasons:
1) Contribution limits improve the health of democratic institutions because they
help to allay concerns about corruption and the appearance of corruption inherent
in a system that allows large contributions.
2) We encourage states to adopt lower contribution limits, because they have a
democratizing effect by making candidates reach out to a broader group of citizens
rather than relying on a few large contributors.
3) We hope to assist reform advocates, who have long held the view that low
contribution limits promote competition. The new Brennan Center data show
that campaign finance reform advocates were correct: low contributions do, in
fact, have a positive impact for challengers in terms of increased vote share, and
also produce more close races and more candidates.
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Part II. Findings in Br ief: Contr ibution
Limits Enhance Competition
Dr. Stratmann’s research uses states as laboratories of democracy. His study19 examines the election
results in single member races for state representative in 42 states20 over a 26-year period (19802006), and analyzes the effects of the applicable contribution limits in place during each election.21
The “competitiveness” of elections is measured in five ways:
(1) the incumbent’s vote share minus the challenger’s vote share;
(2) whether the incumbent won;
(3) whether the incumbent had a viable challenger (defined as a race
where the incumbent gets less than 85 percent of the vote);
(4) the number of candidates in an election;22 and
(5) whether the election is close (where close is defined as an election
in which the incumbent receives less than 55 percent of the vote).
In most state campaign finance laws, there is a matrix of specific contribution limits that are
defined by the contributor (an individual, a PAC, a political party, a union or a corporation) and
the nature of the recipient (a PAC, a political party, or a candidate for the house, senate, statewide
office, or governor). Dr. Stratmann’s 42-state, 26-year data set includes a variety of contribution
limits, ranging from unlimited contributions to limits of less than $500.23 For example, in 2006,
in states with individual contribution limits, the limits ranged from $130 in Montana to $10,000
in Ohio. Dr. Stratmann analyzed two key types of contribution limits: (1) limits that apply
to contributions from individuals to candidates for the state house of representatives and (2)
limits that apply to contributions from PACs to candidates for the state house of representatives.
He focused on individual and PAC contribution limits because these make up the majority of
funds received by house candidates. By contrast, party contributions historically are only a small
percentage of such candidates’ funding.24
Dr. Stratmann finds that:
(1) contribution limits reduce an incumbent’s considerable financial advantage; and
(2) the lower the contribution limit, the more competitive the election.
Based on Dr. Stratmann’s research, it appears that the Supreme Court’s holding that Vermont’s
contribution limits were unconstitutionally low in Randall rested on an incorrect presumption
about the effect of low campaign contribution limits on challengers’ chances of winning elections.
In real-world elections, the benefits of low contribution limits largely redound to challengers.
In addition, Dr. Stratmann found that the availability of public financing also increases the
competitiveness of elections.
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Part III. The Str atm ann/Br ennan Center
Findings in Detail
The Impact of Lower Contribution Limits on Electoral Outcomes

The new data show25 that contribution limits increase the competitiveness of elections, even after
controlling for term limits, party affiliation of incumbents, differences in state characteristics that are
constant across time, and effects specific to each election cycle, such as a nation-wide mood against
incumbents, socio-economic characteristics,26 as well as whether or not a given state had electionday registration. The pro-competitive effect of contribution
limits is most striking in states with the lowest contribution
limits. Dr. Stratmann grouped states with contribution
limits into four discrete categories: those states with limits
Dr. Str atm ann’s
of (a) $500 or less, (b) $501 to $1,000, (c) $1,001 to $2,000
research uses
and (d) $2,001 or more.27 He considered both individual
and PAC contribution limits on donations to candidates for
states as labor atories
the state house of representatives.

of democr acy.

Incumbency Remains High
Incumbents in races with any individual contribution limits
continued to win 94.3 percent of elections, and enjoyed an
average margin of victory of 55.2 percentage points; compared to 94.7 percent for the general
incumbency rate and a 56.4 percentage point margin of victory for races both with and without
individual contribution limits.
Margin of Victory and Incumbency Rate Fall in Low Contribution States
After controlling for the variables identified above, relative to states that have individual contribution
limits of $2,000 or more, an individual contribution limit between $1,001 and $2,000 reduces an
incumbent’s margin of victory by 5 percentage points; an individual contribution limit between
$501 and $1,000 reduces an incumbent’s margin of victory by 9.5 percentage points; and an
individual contribution limit set at $500 or lower reduces an incumbent’s margin of victory by
14.5 percentage points.28 Relative to races without any contribution limits, the tightest limit
considered – a $500 cap on contributions by individuals – reduces the average margin of victory of
incumbents by 16.7 percentage points.
More Viable Challengers
This general pattern is repeated for other measures of competitiveness. For example, relative to
states that have individual contribution limits of over $2,000, the likelihood of an incumbent
having a viable challenger (defined as an incumbent’s vote share of less than 85 percent) increases
by 14 percent in elections where the limit is between $501 and $1,000, and by 15 percent where
the individual contribution limit is set at $500 or less.
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Challengers Have a Greater Chance of Winning
Moreover, relative to states that have individual contribution limits of $2,000 and above, those with
limits set at $500 or less have roughly a 10 percent greater likelihood of electing challengers.29
PAC Contribution Limits Have Similar Results
The results for states with low PAC limits were similar to those of low individual limits. This is
not surprising given that states with low individual limits tend to also have low PAC limits, and states
with high or no individual limits tend to have high or no PAC limits. However, limits on PAC
contributions have less effect than limits on individual contributions. For example, relative to states
in which the PAC contribution limit is over
$2,000, a limit of $500 or less decreases
the incumbent’s margin of victory by 11.3
percentage points, while the corresponding
Moreover, relative to states
decrease for individual limits is 14.5
that have individual
percentage points. However, the increased
likelihood of electing challengers is almost
contribution limits of $2,000
identical for low PAC and low individual
and above, those with limits
contributions—around 10 percent.

set at $500 or less have roughly

Only Low Limits Have an Impact;
a 10 percent greater likelihood
High Limits Do Not
High contribution limits (those at $2,000 or
of electing challengers.
above) do not have a meaningful impact on
incumbency rates or electoral competitiveness. One explanation for this is that when
these states introduced contribution limits,
they opted for limits that are fairly high, and higher limits are not binding30 for many candidates
because they tend to collect contributions below the legal ceiling. This implies that lowering
contribution limits from, for example, $3,000 to $2,000, has very little, or even no, effect on the competitiveness of elections because candidates for state houses rarely raise $2,000 from a single contributor.
If, for example, contributors tend to give up to $1,000, then reducing a limit from $3,000 to $2,000
has no effect on amounts raised and the competitiveness of elections, while reducing the limit to $500
would have an effect because with this limit, contributors can no longer give $1,000 to candidates.
Dr. Stratmann’s findings are consistent with the empirical research of other scholars in the field,
who found that contribution limits produce closer margins of victory and help challengers at the
expense of incumbents.31
The Impact of Lower Contribution Limits on Fundraising Spreads

Dr. Stratmann also considered the difference in fundraising between challengers and incumbents
by studying how much money candidates actually raised.32 In the fundraising part of the study, he
examined results over a shorter period of time: 1996 through 2006. Dr. Stratmann considered the
8 | Brennan Center for Justice

same 42 states and the same types of contribution limits as in the electoral results study: individual
and PAC. However, only Democrat and Republican candidates were considered.33
Most Incumbents Roundly Outspend Most Challengers
Across the board, incumbents raise more money than challengers, by a ratio of more than 4 to 1,
but there is a narrowing of the fundraising gap in states with low limits. In 2006, incumbents in
states with individual limits over $2,000 collected contributions of $172,000, on average, while
challengers collected $37,000. This is a difference of $135,000. But in states with limits of $500
or less, incumbents collected, on average, $48,000 in contributions, and challengers collected
$11,000.34 By contrast, this is a difference of $37,000. These averages show that contributions
to both incumbents and challengers are lower in states with stricter limits. Moreover, the ratio of
incumbent-to-challenger contributions is similar in both high- and low-limit states (4.6 vs. 4.4).
But the absolute difference, a gap of $135,000 vs. a gap of $37,000, is a marked difference.
Challengers Raise a Higher Percentage of Funds in Low Limit States
Applying regression analysis, Dr. Stratmann found that lower contribution limits lead to a smaller
fundraising gap in the amount of money that incumbents and challengers raise. Incumbents in
the entire dataset raised between 70 percent and 71 percent of all contributions; challengers raised
between 29 percent and 30 percent. However, the percentage raised by incumbents differed by
whether the state has limits of $500 or less, or higher limits than that. In states with limits of
$500 or less, challengers raised 39 percent of total contributions, while in states with higher limits
challengers raised 28 percent of total contributions.
Low Limits Lead to Smaller Fundraising Gaps
States that limit individual contributions to $500 or less show a 20 percentage point smaller
fundraising gap between incumbents and challengers, relative to states with an individual
contribution limit of $2,000 or higher.35
Individual contribution limits of $500 or below lower the amount by which an incumbent
outspends the challenger by 7 percentage points, a statistically significant drop. This is a large effect
given that, on average, a challenger’s share of total spending is 30 percent. Thus, a 7 percent drop
indicates that low limits increase challenger’s share of spending to 37 percent− a more than 23
percent increase in a given race. However, individual contribution limits greater than $1,000 have
no effect on the share of challenger spending.
The Effect of PAC Limits Mirrors Individual Limits
Similarly, limits on PAC contributions tighten the fundraising gap between incumbents and
challengers, with the lowest limits (i.e., $500 or less) having a greater effect than limits in the range
of $501-$2,000. In states with PAC contribution limits of $500 or lower, the fundraising gap is
closed by 19.6 percentage points.
Thus, Dr. Stratmann’s fundraising research demonstrates that incumbents are in fact able to raise
more money than challengers where limits are not present, and, thus, that lower contribution
Brennan Center for Justice | 9

limits impact incumbents more than challengers. These findings are consistent with previous work
by political scientists Kihong Eom and Donald Gross, who studied the impact of contributions in
gubernatorial races and suggested that contribution limits do not increase the disparities in fundraising
between challengers and incumbents, and that, in some cases, limits help challengers.36
The Effect of Public Financing

Finally, Dr. Stratmann examined electoral competition in the context of states with functioning
public financing systems over the relevant period to test whether the availability of public financing
made state house races more or less competitive. Public funding makes it easier for candidates to
finance viable campaigns thus enabling challengers to enter races in which they would otherwise
not run. On the other hand, all public financing systems require participants to abide by spending
limits. Candidates who participate in elections with high-spending privately funded opponents, may
well be outspent by an opponent who has access to private wealth or large donations. Theoretically,
then, public financing could lead to an uncompetitive race between a candidate who is constrained
by spending limits and one is who is not.
Minnesota and Maine Offer Public Financing for State House Races
While 14 states have some type of public financing on the books, 37 during the 1980 to 2006
period, only Maine and Minnesota had functioning public financing systems for single-member
house races.38 Dr. Stratmann compared results in these two states to the remaining 40 states in the
same 42-state sample used throughout this study.
Minnesota’s Partial Public Financing System
Minnesota was the first state to enact public financing for both legislative and gubernatorial candidates
in the 1970s. Candidates who agree to a spending limit set by the state receive public funding
equal to 50 percent of the limit.39 Public funds come from a tax check-off that allows taxpayers
to direct those funds to a qualified political party, and from an annual appropriation. Minnesota’s
public financing system is considered a “partial” public financing system because participating
candidates also raise private funds throughout their campaigns.40 Minnesota candidates apply for
public financing by filing a Public Subsidy Agreement (PSA) by September 1 of the election year,
and candidates cannot reverse their decision to participate in the public financing program. Any
candidate signing this agreement qualifies to receive public funds, though unopposed candidates
are not eligible for public funding.
Maine’s Full Public Financing System
Maine was the first state to enact a so-called “clean election law” or a “full” public financing program.
Maine’s campaign finance law, known as the Maine Clean Elections Act (or “MCEA”), is different
from those in other states, except for present-day systems in Connecticut and Arizona, because those
who agree to accept public funding must forego any private contributions (beyond a small amount
of seed money and qualifying contributions) and run an entirely publicly funded campaign. The law
was passed by Maine voters in a referendum in 1996 and went into effect in 2000.41
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To run for the Maine state house, candidates must collect 50 contributions of $5 from voters
within their districts. Once those 50 contributions are collected, candidates are eligible for a
lump sum grant from the Clean Election Fund. To receive public funds, candidates must agree to
forgo all private contributions (including self-financing), and limit spending to the public grant
from the Clean Election Fund.42 Candidates who reject the option of participating in the public
financing program, or who fail to qualify, are still free to collect private money. Participating
candidates are also given an additional one-for-one match if they are outspent by opponents
who do not participate in the public funding program, or if they are the target of independent
expenditures, such as ads produced by a group not associated with the opposing candidate.
However, these additional funds are capped, and
therefore a well-financed opponent or independent
expenditures campaign could potentially spend more
than a participating candidate.43
incumbents are in

fact able to r aise more
Closer Elections in Public Financing States
In the public financing part of the study, which
money than challengers
included all incumbents, Dr. Stratmann found that
where limits are not
on average, the mean incumbent’s margin of victory is
57 percentage points in states with contribution limits
present, and, thus,
but no public financing, and 30 percentage points in
lower contribution
the two states classified here as having public financing
(Minnesota from 1980 to 2006 and Maine from
limits impact incumbents
2000 onwards). Furthermore, the winner’s margin of
more than challengers.
victory and the incumbent’s margin of victory are 16.7
percentage points lower in states with public financing
than in those without.44 States with public financing
have a 4 percent higher likelihood of having a close
election, and a 29 percent lower likelihood that the incumbent wins with more than 85 percent
of the popular vote. Only low individual and PAC contribution limits of $500 and below are as
effective as public financing in enhancing the competitiveness of elections. In public financing
states, slightly fewer incumbents win reelection and more candidates run for office, but these last
two effects are not statistically significant. In his analysis of Maine’s full public financing system
from 2000 to 2006, Dr. Stratmann found that accepting public financing increases incumbents’
vote share by 2 percentage points and challengers’ vote share by 3 percentage points.
Incumbents Still Use Public Financing
Interestingly, the Brennan Center found in a separate analysis that even though public financing
in Maine increases the competitiveness of elections, incumbents continue to opt-in to the public
financing system in large numbers. Indeed, when Maine state senate races from 2000 to 2006 are
considered in addition to the house races Dr. Stratmann examined, nearly every incumbent whose
previous margin of victory was less than 5 percent opted to participate in the MCEA.45
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Part IV. Consequences for the L aw:
Fl aws in R andall’s Logic
In Randall the Supreme Court considered a law with many facets. The Vermont law included both
expenditure and contribution limits, and included limits on parties and restrictions on volunteers.
In its final opinion, the Court rejected all elements of the law. Considering contribution limits, the
Supreme Court asked whether limits:
prevent candidates from ‘amassing the resources necessary for effective advocacy’;
whether they magnify the advantages of incumbency to the point where they
would put challengers to a significant disadvantage; in a word, whether they are
too low and too strict to survive First Amendment scrutiny.46
The Court noted five factors indicating that Vermont’s contribution limits imposed substantial
restrictions on First Amendment rights:47 (1) a record that suggests the “contribution limits
will significantly restrict the amount of funding available for challengers to run competitive
campaigns,”48 (2) limits on contributions from political parties to candidates at exactly the same low
levels that apply to other contributors,49 (3) the lack
of an exception for expenses incurred by volunteers
in the course of campaign activities,50 (4) limits that
are not adjusted for inflation,51 and (5) the lack of
this research indicates
any special justification for such a low contribution
that the Supreme Court’s
level.52 In the final analysis, the Randall Court found
Vermont’s contribution limits (ranging from $200 to
hypothesis about close
$400) unconstitutionally low.53

elections was mistaken.

The Supreme Court explicitly concerned itself with
the power of incumbency. Justice Breyer, joined by
Chief Justice Roberts, writing the controlling plurality
opinion, noted that “contribution limits that are too low can also harm the electoral process
by preventing challengers from mounting effective campaigns against incumbent officeholders,
thereby reducing democratic accountability.”54 And Justices Scalia and Thomas in their concurring
opinion worried that Vermont’s limits “will generally suppress more speech by challengers than by
incumbents.”55
The Randall Court specifically addressed electoral competitiveness. The opinion suggested that
evidence before the Court concerning the effect of contribution limits on elections in Vermont
showed only the effect of limits in the average race, and therefore shed no light on the effect of
limits in close elections, which are more expensive than an average election.56 The Court’s reasoning
suggests that lower contribution limits might both reduce an incumbent’s share of the vote in an
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average uncompetitive race, and also reduce a challenger’s ability to remain competitive in a close
race by limiting a viable challenger’s ability to raise much-needed funds.
However, this research indicates that the Supreme Court’s hypothesis about close elections was
mistaken. First, obviously, incumbents may only lose in races where the challenger has overtaken
the incumbent. The data show that low contribution limits increase the overall likelihood of
incumbent defeat, which could occur only in races in which an incumbent does not lead by
overwhelming vote margins.
To confirm the effect of lower contribution limits of $500 or less on incumbent victory rates in close
elections in particular, as opposed to all races, Dr. Stratmann considered the subset of competitive
elections in which incumbents received less than 60 percent of the vote.57 Within this sample,
Dr. Stratmann found that the likelihood of incumbent defeat increases to 16 percent, which is
6 percentage points higher than the 10 percent increase observed over the full set of competitive
and non-competitive races. Similarly, when considering only those races with contributions limits
of $500 or less in which the incumbent received less than 55 percent of the vote, Dr. Stratmann
found that the likelihood of incumbent defeat increases by 10 percent, which is the same increase
observed over the full sample.
Also, lower contributions limits produce tighter fundraising spreads among candidates. Thus, in
states with low contribution limits, both candidates are likely to have more similar amounts of
money to spend.
In sum, contrary to the opinion of the majority in Randall, lower contribution limits reduce
incumbents’ rate of re-election, make it more likely that a viable challenger will enter the race,
and increase the likelihood that the election will be close and that fundraising spreads among
candidates will be tighter. Ultimately, contribution limits actually increase the competitiveness of
races. These facts should be considered should future challenges to low contribution limits come
before the Court.
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Part V. Dr afting Tips: Policy Suggestions for State
L aw M ak er s from the Br ennan Center
The Brennan Center/Stratmann research shows both low contribution limits and public financing
increase the competitiveness between incumbents and challengers in the states studied.

The Brennan Center routinely offers advice to state law makers and reform
advocates on how to improve legislative bills on campaign finance. Based on
this experience with legislative drafting as well as these new findings from Dr.
Stratmann’s work, we offer the following practical advice about implementing
new contribution limits or lowering existing contribution limits.
• Before drafting a bill or ballot initiative to lower campaign contribution
limits, gather data on the existing size of contributions (such as the
average contribution, the size of contributions in heavily contested
races, and the average size of the contributions from the top quintile of
contributors). These figures aid in determination of whether the current
contribution limits actually bind donors.
• A key step in drafting a good contribution limits bill is to gather data
about the sources of campaign spending in the state. (Does the majority
of money come from individuals, businesses, unions, PACs or parties,
and have independent spenders had a large impact?) This information
will help to determine whether there are loopholes in the system and to
better tailor contribution limits.
• In addition, advocates should investigate whether there have been any
campaign finance scandals in the state’s recent history. These could
range from quid pro quo scandals, to personal use of campaign funds
by candidates, to pay-to-play scandals involving state contractors or
lobbyists. If any such scandals have happened, this fact can be used as
a reason why the limits are necessary to protect the state’s democratic
processes from corruption.
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• Bill drafters should familiarize themselves with Supreme Court case
law on contribution limits including: Randall v. Sorrell, 548 U.S. 230
(2006), McConnell v. Fed. Election Comm’n, 540 U.S. 93 (2003), Nixon
v. Shrink Missouri Government PAC, 528 U.S. 377 (2000), Cal. Med.
Ass’n. v. Fed. Election Comm’n, 453 U.S. 182 (1981) and Buckley v.
Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976) and with case law from the state’s controlling
federal circuit so that they do not pass a law that is likely to be struck
down as unconstitutional.
• Drafters can tailor the limits to the offices sought and to the nature of
the donor. House race limits can be low, governor’s race limits can be
highest. Individuals, PACs and parties should each have distinct limits.
Corporations and unions can be banned from giving. Finally, if the bill is
being passed by a legislature, explain in legislative history why the state is
adopting the contribution limits that are chosen.
• A carefully crafted bill that lowers limits is more likely to withstand judicial
scrutiny, and, if limits are set low enough, could lead to increased electoral
choice for voters.
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